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Preface

PURPOSE

Japanese publications on Southeast Asia are more and more frequently cited by American scholars. This demonstrates the growing value and relevance of the work of Japanese scholars. Also, book reviews of works by Japanese scholars are beginning to appear regularly in the major scholarly journals on Southeast Asia.

This bibliography provides ready access to the English-language publications of Japanese scholars on Southeast Asia. It is hoped that this bibliography will provide American scholars with some idea of what Japanese specialists have published in their areas of interest. I have aimed to be as comprehensive as possible in my coverage and, hopefully, I have included most of the major publications published in English. I would appreciate being informed of omissions.

SCOPE

Included are only works published in English between 1945 to 1991 by Japanese nationals who are Southeast Asian specialists. This means I have excluded the works of such American researchers as Seiji Naya, Harry Oshima, and others. Unintentionally, I may have included works of some American scholars. Social sciences and humanities publications have been emphasized. The sciences and technical publications have been included if they are of potential interest to area specialists. By consulting this bibliography, users have access to the intellectual contour of Japanese scholarship on Southeast Asia.

SUBJECT ARRANGEMENT

Since American scholars and students are familiar with the Bibliography of Asian Studies, I have used that classification system as the basis for the subject arrangement but have modified it to make it appropriate for this bibliography. The users of this bibliography will come from diverse disciplines, and some may find the subject arrangement less than satisfactory. I welcome your comments and suggestions.

EXCLUSION

Articles from Far Eastern Economic Review and Asiaweek have been excluded. Also, articles less than two pages have not also been included.

UPDATE

To update entries in this bibliography, users may want to consult the following sources:

- **Ajia Keizai Shiryo Geppo/Library Bulletin** lists journal articles and books by country and by subject acquired by the Institute of Developing Economies.

- **Ajia Shiryo Tsudo= Materials on Asia-Accession List and Review** provides a monthly listing of English language publications acquired by the National Diet Library.

- **Nihon Zenkoku Shoshi/Japanese National Bibliography Weekly List** includes English-language publications on Southeast Asia published in Japan that the National Diet Library has acquired.

Such major scholarly journals as the *Tonan Ajia Kenkyu/Southeast Asian Studies* published by the Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Kyoto University, *The Developing Economies* published by the Institute of Developing Economies, and *The East Asian Cultural Studies* published by the Centre for East Asian Cultural Studies should also be consulted regularly. The Toyota Foundation publishes *Occasional Report* which includes announcements of publications and grants awarded to Japanese and Southeast Asian researchers on Southeast Asian topics.

Publications from the following three major research centers on Southeast Asia should also be checked: The Center for Southeast Asian Studies at Kyoto University, the Institute of Developing Economies (Tokyo), and the National Museum of Ethnology (Osaka).

I consider this bibliography a working tool that needs feedback from you the users to improve it and make it even better tool. If sufficient responses are received, a revised edition may be seriously considered. Comments may include suggestions for new entries, subject classification and address these to Shiro Saito, University of Hawaii Library, Honolulu, HI 96822.
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Notes: Translated from Japanese by Elpidio R. Sta. Romana.

Notes: Reprinted from Contemporary Japan, vol. 11, No. 1 (January 1942) to vol. 11, no. 4 (April 1942).


2061. Wada, Sei. The Philippine Islands as known to the Chinese before the Ming dynasty. Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko. 1929; no. 4: 121-166.
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2068. The forum for the survey of records concerning the Japanese occupation of the Philippines newsletter ... August 1991 (No. 1) – Notes: Chairperson: Ikehata, Setsuho; editor, Terami-Wada, Motoe. Newsletter (in English) Editorial address: C/O Terami-Wada Motoe, 28 Encarnacion Street, Magallanes Village, Makati, Metro Manila, Philippines.


Notes: Chapter 11. Japan's attack upon the Philippines, pp. 213-220.
Chapter 12. The fall of Manila, pp. 221-226.
Chapter 15. The Singapore naval base and Hong Kong, pp. 242-248.

Notes: Translation of Raguna-ko no kita.


Notes: Translation of Waga Rubanto no sanjunen senso.
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   Notes: Translation of: Nettai deruta no nogyo hatten. Tokyo, Sobunsha, Showa 57 [1982].


   Notes: Also in: Southeast Asia; nature, society and development: contributions to Southeast Asian Studies, Shinichi Ichimura, editor, Honolulu, University Press of Hawaii, 1976, 114-138.


Notes: Map: Rice-Land Inventory no. 1.
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Notes: Special issue.
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